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Marset Palosanto LED Bollard
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Christophe Mathieu

Marset Palosanto LED Outdoor
Bollard

The Marset Palosanto LED Bollard is a versatile outdoor lighting
solution, the light source is height adjustable, allowing you to
move it up and down the structure. Not only this but each light
can be rotated manually by up to 360 degrees. This ensures that
the Palosanto is a subtle directional lighting solution, it can be
utilised on pathways, patios and even in shrubbery - the position
of the light to adapt to the growth of surrounding greenery.
Palosanto is available in three heights: 30cm, 60cm or 90cm. The
smaller two bollards include one spotlight, whilst the taller 90cm
version can have either one or two light sources.

Designed by Christophe Mathieu, the Palosanto Bollard is crafted
from hard-wearing materials, protecting it from an exterior
environment. This lighting solution also features a honeycombed
griller which prevents glare, reflects the illumination and releases
it through the back of the lamp, which gently illuminates the body
of the diffuser and provides a subtle indirect light. This glare cell
comes included, but can also be removed from the product if
needed. Palosanto is the definition of simplicity, easy to install,
and can be integrated into almost any outdoor project, whether
residential or commercial.

Please Note: The Marset Palosanto does not include a power
supply, 24V remote power supply to be ordered separately.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

With Glare Cell: 2.1W, 2700K, 128.5 Lumens
Without Glare Cell: 2.1W, 2700K, 174.37
Lumens

IP Code: 65

Dimming: Dimmable depending on the purchased power
supply.

Dimensions: Light Source:
Ø5.2cm
Width: 12.2cm

B 5/30: Height: 30cm
B 5/60: Height: 60cm
B 5/90: Height: 90cm
B 5x2/90: Height: 90cm

Base: Ø11cm
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